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Charlie Gordon knows that he isn't very bright. At 32, he mops floors in a bakery and earns just
enough to get by. Three evenings a week, he studies at a center for mentally challenged adults.
But all of this is about to change for Charlie. As part of a daring experiment, doctors are going to
perform surgery on Charlie's brain. They hope the operation and special medication will increase
his intelligence, just as it has for the laboratory mouse, Algernon. Meanwhile, each day Charlie
keeps a diary of what is happening to him. This is his poignant record of the startling changes in
his mind and his life.Flowers for Algernon was first published as a short story, but soon received
wide acclaim as it appeared in anthologies, as a television special, and as an award-winning
motion picture, Charly. In its final, expanded form, this haunting story won the Nebula Award for
the Best Novel of the Year. Through Jeff Woodman's narration, it now becomes an unforgettable
audio experience.

It is impossible to read this book, which is as sumptuously appointed as the great ship itself, and
not want to plan a Titanic dinner party immediately. Fortunately, the book provides--besides
beautiful photos, delectable factoids, and fascinating quotes from the rich and vanished famous--
clear, easy-to-follow instructions on how to plan such a party. You can use recipes for first-,
second-, or third-class meals.Remember, style is all. Try to equal the class evinced by Titanic
survivor Renee Harris, who sued the steamship line for her husband's death in the sinking, put
the $50,000 settlement into the first play by Moss Hart (who gives her credit in his popular
autobiography, Act One), and lost all her cash in the 1929 crash. When Walter Lord, the dean of
Titanic lore who wrote the introduction to this book, interviews the aged, broke Ms. Harris in her
welfare hotel, he writes, "She had lost neither her sunny disposition nor her theatrical poise. One
day I brought her a little jar of caviar in an attempt to give this gallant lady a taste of the good old
days. She sampled it once, then pushed the jar politely aside. 'You call that caviar?' she asked."
As Lord observes, "Reproducing the Titanic's marvelous food is surely one of the best ways to
experience a bygone age of luxury and leisure."Don't forget to set the mood with music: either
Titanic: Music as Heard on the Fateful Voyage or Titanic: Music from the Motion Picture will do,
depending on whether you're a classicist or a romantic. --Tim AppeloFrom Library
JournalAccording to Walter Lord (A Night To Remember, LJ 10/15/55), April 14 finds many
"sentimentalists" re-creating the Titanic's last meals. Now, with the help of research chef
McCauley, Archbold (coauthor of The Discovery of the Titanic, LJ 1/88) reveals these menus to
the population at large. A handsome gift book filled with photos, graphics, and Edwardian motifs,
this work will appeal to foodies, Titanic buffs, and trend seekers. The recipes, taken from all five
dining room menus, include delicacies like Quail Eggs and Caviar, Lobster Thermidor, and
Oysters a la Russe; even the steerage "saloon" fare is formidable by present standards. There's



also advice on how to host a Titanic dinner party complete with wardrobe and table-setting
ideas, helping diners to feel like an Astor at the captain's table. With renewed interest and
marketing of things Titanic in anticipation of the much-publicized film and Broadway musical
(this year marks the 85th anniversary of the disaster), this book is surely the tip of the iceberg.?
David Nudo, "Library Journal"Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Vladimir Antimonov, “Beautiful, sad, insightful. One of the most enjoyable and readable novels,
and by readable I mean that it is very sonorous, your eyes just glide through the lines and pages
without ever stumbling on anything less than perfect. I read the first half of the book on the first
night but it took me another 5-6 nights to finish it, because starting from the middle of the book
there were so many emotions in what was happening that you just want to pause and process
them before going further. Beautiful book, will read it again for sure.”

Austin Schiffman, “My fav book. The intelligence-augmentation story is great, but what really
moves me is the depiction of humanity and people with special needs.”

Lori Riley, “A devastating but thought-provoking read. This book investigates a lot of issues that I
find personally terrifying, but it does so poignantly and beautifully. I hope to read it again when I
have the courage.”

Kaylee Wallis, “Easy read. Arrived quickly. One of my all-time favorite books.”

David Hoffman, “Progress Report. Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes is one of those books
which every literate person in America should be familiar with, at least to the extent of knowing
the basic plot. It has been taught in schools, and has been challenged for being inappropriate.
Flowers for Algernon has won awards and been adapted for the television, radio, and film. There
aren't many science fiction novels which have had the kind of influence that Flowers for Algernon
has had.The plot is straightforward enough. Charlie Gordon is a thirty-two year old retarded man
who works in a bakery. All his life, he has desperately wanted to be smart. He gets his chance
when he is selected to be the first human subject for an experimental technique for raising
intelligence. This new procedure has already proved to be effective on a mouse named Algernon
and the scientists have good reason to believe that it will be just as effective on a human being.
The procedure is successful and soon Charlie is as far above average in IQ as he was below.
Charlie discovers, however, that high intelligence is not without its own problems. He becomes
bitter and anti-social when he learns that his "friends" at the bakery only liked him because they
laughed at him and took advantage at him. The scientists he believed were geniuses turn out to
be knowledgeable only in narrow fields. Charlie is as much as outsider with a genius level IQ as
he was when he was retarded and this time he knows it. Worst of all, Charlie's own research
reveals that the success of the procedure is only temporary. He will lose his intelligence as
quickly as he gained it. In the end, Charlie is back to the level he was at the start of the book,
except perhaps a little wiser than he was even at his height. He can no longer understand the
contribution he made to science but he at least regained the humanity he came near to losing,
and he understands what it is to be smart a little better.Daniel Keyes did a wonderful job
conveying Charlie Gordon's growth and decline through the medium of Charlie's journals or



progress reports that he is required to write as part of the experiment. The earliest entries show
a naïve and simple Charlie with misspellings and grammatical mistakes. Charlie really doesn't
understand what is going on around him, yet he wants to be liked. People do like him, even his
friends who laugh at him, because of his determination to learn as much as he can despite his
limited intelligence. As Charlie gains in intelligence, his spelling and punctuation become more
correct and he begins to use a more advanced vocabulary. He also begins to be less likable and
more arrogant. As Charlie begins to revert to his earlier state, the language he uses in writing the
progress reports also deteriorates. This last section of the book is heartbreaking and more than
a little terrifying. There are few things that most people dread more than losing their minds. Even
death is seen as preferable and fear of death is often really fear of oblivion or mindlessness.
Keyes is very good at expressing Charlie's dread and fear as he sinks back into subnormal
intelligence.Flowers for Algernon, then, is a book well worth rereading, or reading for the first
time if you have somehow managed to avoid it all these years. The novel was published in 1966
and was an expansion of a short story Keyes wrote in 1958 so it may be somewhat dated. One
hopes that people like Charlie Gordon are somewhat better treated today, though substitution
intellectually challenged for retarded is not really an improvement if the people saying
intellectually challenged still regard them as subhuman. These dated parts do not detract in the
enjoyment of the book and are scarcely noticeable in a book that has become a classic”

Geisin Lesha, “Heart touching and beautiful book. A book I will never forget! It tells us why is so
important to be nice and love each other because Love is the only force that will always win
among us humans.”

M, “Very nice short novel. I enjoyed this. Very touching and bittersweet. Almost an analogy of
growing into adulthood and the loss of innocence. Also themes of family and peering into
ourselves and memories during the span of our lifetime.”

Patrick, “One of my favorite books of all time. It's a classic. It'll make you cry. Super easy to read.
Highly recommended.”

5t4n5 Dot Com, “Impressive.... This book is incredible, and truly deserves all the accolades it
has received.What i love about this book is that while the writing itself is simple and easy going,
allowing the reader to just fall into the story without distraction, the story itself is incredible in its
depth and scope.I would definitely throw this book in with ‘Black Swan Green’ into the teenage
education syllabus.Essentially a man with an IQ of 70 is given an operation and turned into a
genius after the incredible success of performing the same procedure on a white mouse named
Algernon. But where an isolated laboratory mouse appears a total success, a human being with
a very challenging past that the new found intelligence has to come to terms with while
navigating his way into a new life that he is completely unprepared for in every way, is a totally



different story altogether.For the first 15 years of my life i lived with a very damaged heart and
was extremely ill and disabled, only to have my heart fixed at 15 and then left to come to terms
with all that had happened to me. Needless to say, it didn’t go very well. And reading this book
about a child who was extremely mentally disabled who suddenly gets fixed brought a lot of
those old feelings from my own experiences back. At one point i almost gave up reading it, it
became so upsetting. But the book is so well written and i just had to keep going to find out what
happens to Charlie. I’m glad i did.There is so much truth in this book about the way people are
and how they treat those they perceive as lesser than, and also those they perceive as more
than. Add to all that, there are also many parallels between Charlie’s story and the changes
between drug addiction and sobriety. Which, again, i know from experience. There is, quite
simply, a great deal for everyone to learn from this book.And there’s also so much in this book
that leaves me looking forward to reading it again in the future — after its percolated through my
conciousness for a while — as i really don’t think one reading can ever do it the justice it
deserves.And that ending…”

NM, “Deeply moving and unforgettable!. I didn't plan on reading this book, but I wasn't in the
mood for the one I picked as my next read and so I started browsing my ever so expanding
Kindle library and stumbled upon the Flowers for Algernon and decided to read a chapter. That
chapter turned into more than half of the book as I couldn't stop reading the heartbreaking
journey of Charlie Gordon. It was a delight to get to know Charlie who is such a sweet lovable
character."I just want to be smart like other pepul so I can have lots of frends."Despite his low IQ
of 68, he is trying really hard to learn and become smart. Charlie agrees to have an experimental
brain surgery previously tested only on a mouse - Algernon. Throughout the experiment, Charlie
writes daily reports to document his progress and shift to the other side of the intelligence
spectrum. It was both fascinating and also emotional to read how Charlie's perception of people
close to him started changing with his increasing IQ and growing self-awareness."I never knew
before that Joe and Frank and the others liked to have me around just to make fun of
me."Charlie also notices that people start to behave differently around him once they realise he
is no longer the dummy who sweeps the floors. They distance themselves as they don't
recognise the new Charlie who lost his innocence and the friendly smiling face."I don't know
what's worse, to not know what you are and be happy, or to become what you've always wanted
to be, and feel alone."I can't quite believe this book was written in 1958. The story remains
timeless and it's guaranteed it will break your heart and provoke many questions about humanity
and our behaviour. Recommended to everyone.”

Philippa Mckenna, “Flowers For Algernon. Goodness me, this has to be one of the most
beautifully written and emotional books I've ever read. Science Fiction is as far from my comfort
zone as you can get, but this... well, it's just fantastic. Charlie Gorden has an extremely low IQ.
He is the butt of everyone's jokes, but thinks people are laughing with him, and not at him. My



heart went out to Charlie. Algernon is a laboratory mouse who has undergone an operation to
make him so clever, he's a genius of a mouse. When Charlie is chosen to have the same
operation to 'make him smart' he gradually changes to the point where he too is considered a
genius. But then, Algernon starts to deteriorate and it becomes clear to Charlie that the same
will happen to him. He just doesn't know how long he has. The book broke my heart as Charly
battles first of all with his low intelligence, the awful treatment doled out to him by his own family
and co-workers, to intelligent Charlie and his battle with how to handle relationships and how to
be recognised not as a laboratory experiment, but a human being.  Absolutely wonderful.”

Kid Ferrous    , “Essential reading. This book is absolutely a must-read! I've had it on my list to
read for quite some time, not because I thought it would be fantastic, but because I thought to
myself that here is a book almost everyone has read and somehow I have not. Well, having
finished this masterpiece, I have to say wow! - Flowers for Algernon is truly incredible. So
thought-provoking and almost emotionally overwhelming, I really felt this novel speaking to me
about love, humanity, and our purpose and place in the world.Categorized as "young adult" and
"science fiction", Flowers for Algernon is most certainly not just for the young adult and is not a
science fiction novel in the typical sense (no space travel or otherworldly beings in these pages),
but is instead a novel that goes just outside the box of realistic fiction. It goes just beyond the
boundaries of what we have accomplished in science and medicine. Charlie Gordon is a young
man with an I.Q. of 68. He works in a bakery doing custodial work while taking classes to learn to
read and write. He is a happy person, feels he has many friends, and is also driven to please
people and to make himself smarter. Having been cast aside by his family, most notably his
mother, much of Charlie's thoughts and actions throughout the book are a result of how he was
treated and rebuked as a child and his desire to be viewed as a "normal" individual. In fact, much
of this book causes the reader to think that each and every one of us has the right to be
regarded with dignity and respect no matter what our deficiencies or differences. When given the
opportunity to increase his intelligence by a procedure previously tried only in animals, Charlie
jumps at this rare chance. Feeling confident in their positive results with a mouse named
Algernon, the experts are prepared to make the first step with this experimental surgery in
humans and agree that Charlie is an ideal candidate. "Dr. Strauss said I had something that was
very good. He said I had a good motor-vation. I never even knowed I had that. I felt good when
he said not everbody with an eye-Q of 68 had that thing like I had it. I dont know what it is or
where I got it but he said Algernon had it too." Here, too, we can see Charlie's need to satisfy his
family, even now that they are no longer a part of his life: "If the operashun werks and I get smart
mabye Ill be abel to find my mom and dad and sister and show them. Boy woud they be
serprised to see me smart just like them and my sister."Following a successful surgery, Charlie
indeed becomes smarter; he eventually surpasses the very individuals that achieved this
medical and scientific accomplishment. But, with intelligence Charlie is confronted with hidden
and often painful memories, an awareness of true human behavior and a struggle with the desire



to rid himself of a feeling of loneliness. "Intelligence is one of the greatest human gifts. But all too
often a search for knowledge drives out the search for love." Charlie shifts from being a humble,
mentally handicapped young man with many friends (though some of these friends had in fact
been laughing at him) to a brilliant man whose intelligence and attitude of superiority isolates
him from those friends. He is tormented by emotional and sexual immaturity despite his genius
I.Q. As the novel is written in diary format, the reader is privy to Charlie's innermost thoughts
throughout his journey and I was completely consumed by Charlie's emotions. I felt hopeful,
joyful, enlightened, angry, confused and heartbroken right along with Charlie… I cried. Charlie
begins to understand something very vital about human nature: "I could see how important
physical love was... The universe was exploding, each particle away from the next, hurtling us
into dark and lonely space, eternally tearing us away from each other - child out of the womb,
friend away from friend, moving from each other, each through his own pathway toward the goal-
box of solitary death. But this was the counterweight, the act of binding and holding. As when
men to keep from being swept overboard in the storm clutch at each other's hands to resist
being torn apart, so our bodies fused a link in the human chain that kept us from being swept
into nothing."I felt just as enraged as Charlie when he realized that prior to his surgery, he was
not even considered a human being by some of the scientists to whom he owed his new-found
intelligence. Professor Nemur termed his prior existence as being "nature's mistake" and went
further to say that "Charlie Gordon did not really exist before this experiment." Here, Charlie
turned a corner and a sudden realization prompted him to dissociate himself from the other
scientists and immerse himself in his own research to predict the final outcome of this
experiment on both Algernon and himself. Is artificially-induced intelligence a permanent state?
What can Charlie contribute to this field and does he have time?Flowers for Algernon is a
beautiful and poignant story. Daniel Keyes effectively teaches us about the issue of living with a
disability as well as parenting a child with a disability, love, respect, and the essential need for
human connection and affection. If you have not yet read this book, I highly recommend that you
take a moment and move this one up to the top of your list!”

chimneyman, “Science fiction or an emotional tear-jerker?. This novel is an expanded version of
what was originally a short science fiction story. Lots of reviewers have responded emotionally
to it but I don’t think that was the author’s original intention. I think the story is intended to be a
dramatised examination of the ethical and moral aspects of a particular area of scientific
possibility. In modern times, those possibilities (in the form of genetic engineering, for example)
are much closer to becoming a reality than they were at the time the story was written. Charlie,
in his various versions, is as much a creation of the author as the ‘genius’ version was a creation
of the scientists in the story. I think the questions which this book addresses are concerned with
attempting to find a definition of the concept of ‘self’ and whether it is right to try to change
people into what might or might not be something better. Which version of Charlie is his real
‘self’? Did the scientists actually change him into someone else, or was he the same person all



along? When the experiment failed, did Charlie go back to being his old self or did he, once
again, become somebody completely new?”

The book by Joe Buissink has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 13,270 people have provided feedback.
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